Statement on An Act Prohibiting Body Size Discrimination

The Graduate Student Council (GSC) of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), which represents MIT’s 6,900 graduate students, strongly supports efforts and policies that protect the rights of all students, especially as it pertains to vulnerable and disadvantaged communities. Therefore, the GSC strongly supports Bills H.1822 / S.1127, An Act Prohibiting Body Size Discrimination.

Massachusetts Law currently outlaws discrimination in employment, housing, credit and mortgage lending, and places of public accommodation such as schools and health care facilities. Discrimination is prohibited on the basis of race, national origin, religion, disability, age, sexual orientation, or gender identity. However, no protections are in place against size-based discrimination despite such discrimination being evident in healthcare, employment, and other institutional settings. Height and weight have both been shown to disadvantage individuals when it comes to hiring decisions, promotability, and other job-related outcomes\textsuperscript{1,2}. Studies show, when controlling for other socio-demographic factors, employees with high BMIs (>30kg/m\textsuperscript{2}) face a 3-6\% wage penalty\textsuperscript{3} and shorter employees are disadvantaged with every inch of height correlating to a 2.5\% increase in annual salary\textsuperscript{2}. In healthcare too, there are structural level issues; for example, many treatments for obesity are not considered essential and thus not covered by insurance\textsuperscript{3}. Size-based discrimination impacts students too; one significant example is the lack of correctly sized personal protective equipment (PPE), an issue often overlooked. Employers in numerous industries and academic institutions do not provide access to properly fitted PPE for those who don’t fall within a narrow range of average height and weight; this hinders performance and jeopardizes the health and safety of workers. At MIT, students have encountered this issue first-hand when requiring small-sized cleanroom gowns or boots.

Even though size discrimination disproportionately impacts women and certain ethnicities, legally pursuing cases of discrimination with existing anti-discrimination laws often fail due to the requirement to establish a clear nexus between body size and a trait protected by law\textsuperscript{4}. Discriminatory policies will continue to remain legal without protections against size-based discrimination. Bills H.1822 / S.1127 seek to prohibit such discrimination by adding “height or weight” to the list of attributes protected in existing anti-discrimination laws and provide essential protections for individuals of varying heights and weights. Thus, we urge the Massachusetts legislature to pass Bills H.1822 / S.1127.
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